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A CrCoNi medium entropy alloy thin film is fabricated using magnetron sputtering. It exhibits a

unique hierarchical nanostructure, featuring (1) a high density of planar defects (mostly stacking

faults plus a small number of twin boundaries), (2) a dual-phase configuration (a mix of face-cen-

tred-cubic and hexagonal-close-packed), and (3) vertically aligned, textured nanocolumns, each

with a width of �100 nm. The hierarchical nanostructure in this study is original, especially for its

dual phase combination, since the bulk CrCoNi medium entropy alloy generally presents a single

phase face-centred-cubic structure. The CrCoNi film shows a hardness quadruple that of its face-

centred-cubic structured counterpart. The formation and its role of the hierarchical nanostructure in

producing such mechanical strength are discussed. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5042148

An emerging class of metallic materials, multi-principal

element alloys (MPEAs), provides an exciting opportunity for

designing alloys with superior strength-ductility combina-

tions.1–3 Of particular interest is a three-component medium-

entropy alloy (MEA), CrCoNi. In its bulk form, this alloy

often exhibits a single phase face-centred-cubic (FCC) struc-

ture, possessing high strength (�1 GPa) and good ductility

(�60% uniform elongation)4 which surpass most MPEAs.

Recent studies have shown that twin boundaries (TBs)

and stacking faults (SFs) can strengthen materials by impeding

dislocation motion and at the same time enhance their ductility

by providing capacity for dislocation accumulation and stor-

age.5–9 Moreover, reports have shown that magnetron sputter-

ing can introduce a high density of growth planar defects into

metallic thin films.6,10 The high hardness observed in CrCoNi

coatings deposited by magnetron sputtering is presumably

attributed to the nanotwinned structure.11 However, extremely

thin nanotwins (�2 nm) were also reported to soften the

AlxCoCrFeNi (x¼ 0, 0.1, and 0.3) thin films.12 Therefore, the

effect of nanotwins on the mechanical behavior of MPEAs

needs to be carefully assessed.

An element or a compound may occur in several structural

configurations, which is termed polymorphism. Developing dif-

ferent crystal structures within MPEAs provides the potential of

designing alloys with desirable mechanical properties. To date,

the majority of MPEAs have either a FCC or a body-centred-

cubic structure, and few MPEAs have been developed that

comprise hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) phases.13–15 Although

the HCP structure is rarely seen in MEAs,16 it is highly desir-

able due to its high hardness compared to the relatively soft

FCC phase.17

In this study, we report the fabrication of hierarchical

nanostructured CrCoNi MEA thin films using magnetron

sputtering. The nanostructural architecture in the films was

revealed using high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scan-

ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). It features

(1) a high density of planar defects, including mostly SFs

plus a small number of TBs, (2) a dual-phase (a mix of FCC

and HCP) structure, and (3) textured columnar grains, each

having a width of �100 nm. The as-deposited CrCoNi film

showed a hardness quadruple that of its FCC structured

counterpart. The formation mechanism and the role of the

hierarchical nanostructure in producing such a mechanical

response are discussed.

The CrCoNi film was deposited by means of direct-

current magnetron sputtering. The CrCoNi alloy target

(Cr:Co:Ni ¼ 1:1:1 at. %) with the purity of >99.9% was

used. A bias voltage of �60 V was maintained during the

deposition. The target current was set at 4.0 A, correspond-

ing to a deposition rate of �72 nm/min. The film with a

thickness of 5 lm was deposited directly on the steel sub-

strates. Cross-sectional TEM specimens of the as-deposited

film were prepared in a dual beam scanning electron

microscopy (SEM)/focused ion beam (FIB) system (Helios

Nanolab 600, FEI). TEM imaging and selected area diffrac-

tion (SAED) were performed using a Philips CM200 TEM

operating at 200 kV. STEM examination and compositional

mapping were conducted using an aberration-corrected FEI

Titan Themis TEM operating at 200 kV equipped with an

energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) detector.

Depth sensing indentation (IBIS type, M/S Fisher Cripps

Lab., Australia) equipped with a Berkovich indenter was

used to measure the hardness and Young’s modulus of the

film. The maximum penetration depth is less than 10% of

the total film thickness. A spherical indenter with a radius

of 5 lm was also used to probe the deformation behavior of

the CrCoNi film, assisted by the cross-sectional observation

of the indents using FIB and SEM.

a)Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed: yujie.chen@adelaide.

edu.au and zonghan.xie@adelaide.edu.au
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A typical cross-sectional TEM image of the as-deposited

film [Fig. 1(a)] shows a columnar grained structure with a

grain width ranging from �50 to 150 nm. The crystal structure

of the columnar grains was identified by SAED [Fig. 1(b)] as

a mixture of HCP and FCC phases. The Miller indexes are

indicated for each ring. The FCC phase maintains a consistent

orientation relationship with the HCP phase, characterised

by 111f gF k 0001f gH and 110h iF k 1120h iH . A grain texture

was revealed with the 0001h iH and 111h iF directions oriented

along the film growth direction. Long streaks along the

0001h iH and 111h iF directions, indicated by white arrows in

the SAED pattern, as well as the stripe contrast in the bright

field image, indicate the existence of a high density of planar

defects parallel to the 0001f gH and 111f gF planes. Figure

1(c) shows a TEM image of the region used for EDX map-

ping, where several columnar grains can be identified. Figures

1(d)–1(f) show the corresponding elemental maps for Cr, Co,

and Ni. The elements are uniformly distributed across the

film. Elemental mapping at higher magnifications was con-

ducted to examine the elemental distribution across HCP and

FCC phases, as well as grain boundaries, but it did not identify

any locally enriched regions.

Detailed microstructural features were investigated

through STEM imaging. A typical STEM image of a region

from a single columnar grain is shown in Fig. 2(a), depicting

the co-existence HCP and FCC phases, which are indicated

by vertically stacked red and yellow bars. Extensive STEM

investigations revealed that the HCP and FCC segments with

a thickness of �2 to 8 nm are randomly distributed through-

out the columnar grain, and the volume fraction of HCP and

FCC phases was statistically estimated based on the STEM

images of 15 columnar grains to be �60% and �40%,

respectively. The long streaks along the 0001h iH and 111h iF
directions, shown in the fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern,

inset in Fig. 2(a), confirmed the presence of a high density of

internal planar defects.

In the HCP phase, a SF results in the inclusion of a FCC

unit (ABC) between the HCP segments (ABAB). In princi-

ple, three basal SFs can form in the HCP structure: two

intrinsic SFs, that is, I1 (ISF1, growth faults with stacking

sequence …ABABCBCB…) and I2 (ISF2, deformation faults

with stacking sequence …ABABCACA…) and an extrinsic

SF (ESF, …ABABCABAB…).18 Figures 2(b)–2(d) present

STEM images at higher resolution to reveal the atomic level

configurations of the distinct structures and defects. All three

types of SFs in the HCP phase were observed and are

labelled [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the

FCC regions also contain SFs and TBs on parallel 111f gF

planes, as indicated by white arrows in Fig. 2(c) and white

dashed lines in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). A 9R structure

(ABCBCACAB), formed by inserting an intrinsic SF every

three 111f gF close-packed planes in the FCC structure,19

can also be seen in Fig. 2(c).

Depth sensing indentation tests were conducted to mea-

sure the mechanical properties of the CrCoNi film. The aver-

age hardness and Young’s modulus of the CrCoNi film were

determined to be 10 GPa and 267 GPa, respectively.

Representative indentation load-displacement curves for the

CrCoNi film with a steel substrate and the steel substrate

under an indentation load of 50 mN are presented in Fig.

3(a). It can be seen that under the same load, the coating

exhibits less deformation than the substrate due to the higher

hardness of the CrCoNi film. A cross-sectional SEM image,

acquired through the centre of an indent created using a

spherical tip (radius¼ 5 lm) under a maximum load of

400 mN, is presented in Fig. 3(b). Severe plastic deformation

can be seen under the indent, but no apparent cracks were

observed, and the overall integrity of the coating system is

maintained.

CrCoNi MEAs, with FCC structures, have been inten-

sively studied for their superior mechanical properties.

However, no hierarchical structure has been developed in

this system to further improve properties. In this work, we

fabricated a dual-phase, hierarchically structured MEA rich

in planar defects. The hardness of the CrCoNi film, measured

by nanoindentation, is �10 GPa, about a fourfold increase as

compared to that of as-cast CrCoNi (�244 HV, equivalent to

�2.4 GPa).20 According to an empirical relationship between

the yield strength (ry) and hardness (H), H ¼ 3ry,17 the yield

strength of the CrCoNi film is estimated to be �3.3 GPa,

again significantly higher than that of its as-cast counterpart.4

This remarkable mechanical property is believed to result

from the combined effect of the following structural features:

(1) HCP dominated dual-phase, (2) textured, nanofibre-like

FIG. 1. (a) Bright field TEM image showing the columnar grained structure of the CrCoNi film, (b) representative SAED pattern of the CrCoNi film, and (c)

STEM image for EDX mapping of the region including several grains and EDX element maps of the same region in (c) for (d) Cr, (e) Co, and (f) Ni.

081905-2 Chen et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 113, 081905 (2018)



“grains,” and (3) a high density of planar defects. Figure 4

presents a schematic diagram of its hierarchical structural

features in the film.

During magnetron sputtering, a defective nucleus might

form if its total free energy is comparable to, or less than,

that of a perfect nucleus.21 The nucleus with larger critical

radius r* has a larger free energy barrier. The critical radius

r* of a nucleus follows that10

r�p ¼
c

kT

X
ln

J
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pmkT
p

Ps

" # ! ðfor a perfect nucleusÞ; (1)

r�sf ¼
c

kT

X
ln

J
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pmkT
p

Ps

" #
�

csf

h

 ! ðfor a defective nucleusÞ;

(2)

where c is the surface energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, T
is the substrate temperature, X is the atomic volume, J is the

deposition flux, m is the atomic mass of the depositing spe-

cies, Ps is the vapor pressure, csf is the SFE, and h is the

height of a perfect nucleus, equal to the lattice spacing of

{111} planes. If csf is very low and J is very high (achieved

through a high deposition rate), then rsf* becomes compara-

ble to rp*, and the formation of defective nuclei may

occur freely. It has been reported that CrCoNi has a low

SFE (18 6 4 mJ/m�2);22 moreover, a high deposition rate

(72 nm/min) was employed during deposition of the CrCoNi

film. The following numbers were used in the calculation: c
¼ 1 J/m2, k¼ 1.38� 10�23 J/K, T¼ 300 K, X ¼ 1.0� 10�29

m3, J¼ 1.2� 1020 atoms/m2 s, m¼ 9.4� 10�26 kg, Ps¼ 4

� 10�5 Pa, csf ¼ 0.018 J/m2, and h¼ 0.2� 10�9 m. By using

Eqs. (1) and (2), the difference in rsf* and rp* is calculated to

be less than 4%, which is negligible. A high density of planar

defects is thus expected in the CrCoNi film since the free

energy for the formation of SFs is comparable to that of a

fault-free nucleus.

It has been reported that from the beginning of the mag-

netron sputtering process, thin film surface temperature can

reach a value as high as �593 K and then continue to grow

very slowly up to the end of the deposition.23 Although the

FCC structure is typically observed in the bulk CrCoNi alloy

at room temperature, with the assistance of the pre-existing

planar defects in the CrCoNi film, however, the phase trans-

formation from a high temperature FCC phase to a low tem-

perature HCP phase might occur following the deposition

(i.e., during the cooling). This phase transformation could be

achieved by the formation of SFs on every second {111}

plane. The high density of pre-existing planar defects would

lower the energy of subsequent SFs,24 as such further SFs

can be easily induced near the original fault planes to form

HCP laths even at room temperature. This might explain

why HCP and FCC phases co-exist in the as-deposited

CrCoNi film in this work.

The advantage of multiphase materials is their unique

combination of high ductility, strength, and toughness.25–27

FIG. 2. HAADF-STEM images of the

CrCoNi film: (a) and (b) higher magni-

fication HAADF-STEM image show-

ing (b) two types of intrinsic SFs (ISF1

and ISF2) in the HCP phase, (c) a 9R

structure and twin boundaries (TBs) in

the FCC phase, and (d) extrinsic SF

(ESF) in the HCP phase and TBs in the

FCC phase.
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For instance, polycrystalline SiC with dual-phase (FCC and

HCP) grains was designed to overcome the inherit brittleness

of single HCP-phased SiC.26 Recently, a Fe50Mn30Co10Cr10

(at%) HEA with a FCC-HCP dual phase structure exhibited

superior mechanical properties over its single-phase counter-

part due primarily to the HCP to FCC phase transforma-

tion.27 The dual-phase structure realized in the CrCoNi film

in this study is thus partly responsible for the observed high

hardness.

The high hardness of the nanocrystalline CoCrFeNiAl0.3

thin film was also attributed to its preferred [111] growth

direction.28 Anisotropic plasticity has been revealed in Cu

with preferentially oriented nanotwins, and the maximum

yield strength was obtained when the compression direction

oriented perpendicular to the twin planes.29 Therefore, the

strong texture in the CrCoNi thin films together with the per-

pendicularly oriented planar defects also contributed to the

high hardness.

Grain refinement is a traditional strengthening mecha-

nism by introducing barriers to dislocation motion from one

grain to another.7 Strengthening through a reduction in grain

size is observed in the CrMnFeCoNi HEA, with hardness

and yield strength following the Hall-Petch relationship.30

The high concentration of grain boundaries (GBs) in the

columnar grained CrCoNi film can also effectively harden

the material by obstructing dislocation motion. Moreover, it

has been reported that for films with a columnar grained

structure, intergranular sliding is regarded as a favourable

deformation mechanism that absorbs mechanical energy,

therefore preventing catastrophic failure and enhancing load-

bearing ability.31 Reducing the grain size increases the inter-

granular contact and sliding area (GBs), which in turn results

in an increase in energy consumption during deformation.

In addition to GBs, SFs and TBs have been proven to be

effective in impeding dislocation transmission and inducing

the hardening effect.5,7,9,32 However, extremely thin nano-

twins (�2 nm) were reported to soften the AlxCoCrFeNi

(x¼ 0, 0.1, and 0.3) thin films.12 The twin thickness in this

study is similar to that of AlxCoCrFeNi (x¼ 0, 0.1, and 0.3),

and therefore, a softening effect is expected. However, supe-

rior to the nanotwinned materials, the CrCoNi film prepared

here exhibits a hierarchical nanostructure with SFs dominat-

ing planar defects. The presence of SFs helps strengthen the

alloy.8 While a small amount of extremely thin nanotwins

may reduce the hardness of the MEA film, the combined

effect induced by grain refinement, dual-phase, texture, and

SFs overcame such a negative impact and, in so doing, deliv-

ered an appreciable increase in hardness, compared to the

FCC bulk counterpart.

In summary, a hierarchically nanostructured CrCoNi

MEA thin film was fabricated using magnetron sputtering. It

features a dual-phase structure, nanofibre grains, and a high-

density of planar defects. The formation of the HCP phase

might take place with the assistance of the pre-existing pla-

nar defects. The combination of multiple structural features

renders the CrCoNi film a fourfold increase in hardness as

compared to its as-cast counterpart.

FIG. 3. (a) Indentation load, P, versus displacement, ht, measured by a

Berkovich indenter indenting onto the CrCoNi film with a steel substrate, as

well as the steel substrate. (b) A cross-sectional SEM image of an indent

from a spherical indenter with a radius of 5 lm.

FIG. 4. A schematic illustration of the multilevel hierarchy of the nanostruc-

tured CrCoNi film.
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